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Abstract – In order to develop a sustainable datacenter, which would help to validate energy management and task scheduling algorithms, a low voltage direct current (LVDC) microgrid (MG) has been deployed in the ADREAM Building-Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) of the LAAS-CNRS in Toulouse, France. This MG is composed of a 1 kWp PV source, 300 Ah – 36 V lead-acid batteries, 330 F – 48 V supercapacitor (SC) pack and DC loads (cloud servers, USB chargers, sensors monitoring an apartment…). A very simple and efficient energy flow management strategy, based on the “DC bus signaling” approach has been implemented. It takes advantage of the DC bus architecture and enables a scalable electrical structure constituted of several sources, loads and storage elements easy to connect/disconnect via their converters. The development of this MG put in evidence the need for future theoretical developments regarding the determination of optimal DC bus signaling thresholds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The famous “current war” between the direct current (DC) (Thomas Edison) and the alternating current (AC) (Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse) is the root of our actual centralized electric power distribution and transmission system since the end of the 19th century. During more than a century, transformers have been the only way to easily step-up (or down) voltage levels to provide safe and efficient transportation and use of electricity but the development of efficient and reliable power converters during the last decades is a game changer [1]-[4].

To tackle the issue of growing energy demand and fossil resources depletion, several incentive programs have helped to develop different renewable energy sources to create a new energy mix more sustainable. However, these new sources of energy are not adapted to our actual centralized AC distribution grid. In order to integrate a high level of renewable sources in our electric production process, as asked in the European directives H2030 [5], a new distributed architecture has arisen 2 decades ago under the name of microgrid (MG). This architecture is often coupled with smart metering and proper management to control renewable sources, energy storages systems and loads. Moreover, as more and more sources and loads are DC native (photovoltaic (PV) sources, batteries, computers, LED lighting,…), the study of DC MG in terms of efficiency, control and robustness seems promising.

In this context, the LAAS-CNRS has decided to create a LVDC MG in the ADREAM Building - Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV). This DC bus has been deployed in the context of the internal project “OpenData Platform for ADREAM” (OPA). OPA is a multi-disciplinary platform which addresses the integration of internet of things (IoT), optimal management of datacenter servers, smart control of LED lightings and energy management issues. The LVDC MG will allow us to study the practical feasibility, the stability and the efficiency of DC MGs compared to the classical power distribution.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the ADREAM building is presented. Then, the development of OPA MG is explained. The energy management of the MG with different ESSs is detailed in section 4 and the experimental platform is presented in section 5.

2. ADREAM BIPV

The ADREAM BIPV [6] has been inaugurated in 2012. One of the challenges of this experimental building monitored by more than 7000 sensors is to develop and evaluate new control and communication strategies with smart appliances in real conditions. Another objective of ADREAM is to become a net zero emission building (NZEB).
This 1200 m² building is hosting around 100 users and the 100 kWp of PV installed power is connected to 400 V AC utility grid. The 25 kWp of PV panels covering a part of the second floor of this building (Fig. 1) are dedicated to research works: PV panels modelling, development of MPPT algorithms, impact of shadows on PV production, forecasting with meteorological data, overall efficiency of PV systems… A meteorological station has been added to this experimental platform to measure speed and direction of wind, global and diffuse irradiance, temperature and humidity. Three reversible heat pumps are also used for cold/hot water and air cooling/heating. Nevertheless, the generation from renewable energy sources (RES) and the actual energy storage system are not sufficient to fulfill all the energy demand and achieve the net-ZEB challenge.

A few daily PV production and consumption profiles of the ADREAM building are depicted in Fig. 2. It is shown that the PV profile may be very intermittent and can be very different from a day to another (the presented data correspond to the same week of May in 2015). It can be noticed that the building is consuming a lot of electricity even during week-ends when there is nearly no user in the building. The large peaks of consumption are due to the start of compressor motors of heat pumps.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, research in robotics is also performed in a living space from the ADREAM building.

Data from most of the sensors of this building are recorded every minute since 2012. In order to reduce the energy consumption, lighting and ambient temperature are supervised and regulated through the analysis of data given by different sensors (luminance, motion detector…).

59 kWh of lead-acid batteries and 56 kWh of lithium batteries have been recently installed in the building. These ESSs, connected to the AC grid, will be used to deploy and validate energy management algorithms in order to reach the NZEB goal, minimize the impact of the PV production on the grid and the cost of electricity.

Different studies reported the potential benefits of DC MGs in terms of efficiency by eliminating AC/DC conversion stages [7]-[9]. Moreover, due to the increasing number of DC native electrical sources and loads, a LVDC platform inside the actual ADREAM BIPV has been supported by the LAAS-CNRS. This new DC MG is described in the next section.

**3. Design and development of OPA MG**

The overall architecture of OPA and ADREAM building is described in Fig. 4. As a first step, a PV string of 1 kWp is feeding a 48-60 V DC bus connected to 300 Ah – 36 V lead-acid batteries, 330 F – 48 V supercapacitors (SCs) and DC loads (servers, USB chargers, sensors…).

The OPA MG can operate either in “islanded mode” (isolated from the main grid) or in “connected mode” (this connection to the utility grid may be used in case of exceptional bad weather conditions with totally discharged ESSs or during sunny days with fully charged ESSs).
Each storage unit is connected to the MG through a DC/DC converter driven by a local controller (LC). The LC also sends local measurements of voltage and current to the central Controller (CC) that is responsible for the energy management of the MG. It defines the operating mode of the MG and sends references to the LCs. Nevertheless, efforts have been made to decentralize the management of the MG in case of communication failure. More explanations are given in the section 4.

These DC/DC converters (current bidirectional) and their control boards have been designed in LAAS-CNRS (Fig. 5). It enables to implement specific control and communication between LCs and CC (I2C bus).

Fig. 5. Power electronics developed in the LAAS
On the left - 1kW bidirectional DC/DC converter,
On the right – Power converter control board.

4. CONTROL OF THE MG

Different methods of energy management in a MG are described in [10]-[11].

In a previous paper [12], we proposed a method of current sharing between a buck and a boost converter connected to the same DC bus to improve the lifetime of a battery. In [13], a sizing methodology of a lithium battery pack based on the ADREAM building power balance is developed.

The state diagram of the ESSs management and the cascade regulation that are implemented in all ESS LCs are presented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively.

A control derived from “DC bus signaling” [14]-[16] has been developed in order to manage the energy flows between the different sources. The MG management has been designed to limit the number of charge/discharge cycles of the battery pack per day. To do this, the output voltage reference of the power converter associated to the SCs is set lower than the reference of the battery pack converter (53V and 54V respectively). Moreover, the batteries cannot be discharged as long as the SCs are not empty and can only be charged after the SCs are full.

The experimental results are given in Fig. 8. In this figure, the sign of the currents going to the bus has been set positive.

Fig. 6. State diagram of the OPA MG
The different states of the energy management presented in Fig. 6 can be explained as follows:

**State 1:** In this initial state, the battery is not allowed to charge or discharge ($I_{\text{maxi}}=I_{\text{mini}}=0$ in Fig. 7). Based on the power balance of the MG, the pack of SCs may be charging ($P_{\text{Load}}<P_{\text{PV}}$) or discharging ($P_{\text{Load}}>P_{\text{PV}}$) to regulate the voltage of the DC bus at 52 V.

When the SCs are fully charged (44 V), it is no longer possible to store energy in this ESS so the voltage of the DC bus is increasing if the power balance remains positive. Once the voltage of the DC bus is higher than 53.5 V, the supervisor allows batteries to be only discharged ($I_{\text{mini}}=-18$ A and $I_{\text{maxi}}=0$ A) and prohibits SCs for charging (cf. Fig. 8-C, t=12 224). In this case the MG mode goes to state 3. The same state can be obtained from state 2, when the SCs are no longer able to meet the load demand.

**State 2:** It is the “normal mode” during the day. Batteries are only allowed to charge and SCs can either charge or discharge. The advantage of this mode can be clearly observed in Fig. 8-D. Indeed, the SCs are regulating the DC bus voltage during partly cloudy days, avoiding micro-cycles from the batteries.

**State 3:** All ESSs are allowed to only be discharged. If the PV production is higher than the load demand, the voltage of the DC bus increases. When it reaches 53 V, the supervisor allows the SCs to be charged and the MG goes to state 1 (cf. Fig 8-E, t=4739).

---

**Fig. 7.** Control scheme of a DC-DC converter connected to an ESS.

**Fig. 8.** OPA MG experimental profiles. A) complete day operation, B) to E) different operating modes
The state diagram only describes the energy management between the DC bus and the storage elements. To represent the entire energy management procedure, the cases where all storage elements are fully charged or discharged must be considered. The entire energy management strategy of the LVDC OPA MG can be represented by the Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Principle of LVDC OPA MG energy management

During steady states operations (dotted lines in the Fig. 9), only one power converter controls the voltage level of the DC bus, the other ones operate as current sources. The voltage source that corresponds to A, B, C and D values of the bus voltage are respectively: the DC/AC, the lead-acid batteries, the SCs and the AC/DC converter.

The commercialized inverter enables energy exchanges with the main grid, in case of overproduction from renewable sources.

LabWindows/CVI has been used to develop a monitoring and supervision application of the DC bus as presented in Fig. 11. The voltage of the DC bus as well as the currents delivered by the solar panels, lead-acid batteries, SCs, utility grid and absorbed by the servers and smart appliances are sensed and saved in a database. The state of charge (SOC) of each ESS is also measured.

Fig. 11. Graphical user interface of the OPA MG

6. CONCLUSION

A new LVDC microgrid (MG), including monitoring and supervision has been developed in LAAS-CNRS in order to validate task planning algorithms for sustainable data centers supplied by renewable sources. In addition, this MG will allow to validate previous works on sizing and scheduling of ESSs in real conditions.

The energy management algorithm proposed in this paper is a very simple implementation of “DC bus signaling”. This approach take advantage of the architecture of DC bus (each source or load is connected through a DC/DC or AC/DC converter) to allow its voltage to vary significantly. Our algorithm can be implemented in each converter’s local controller or in the central controller (supervisor). The first solution doesn’t need any communication between the converters and the second one allows to adapt the management strategy in real time (for example in order to minimize the cost of energy delivered to the load).

The MG presented in this paper associates batteries and SCs in order to avoid micro-cycles from the battery during partly cloudy days. However, a cost-effectiveness analysis of this configuration must be done. The voltage reference values have been empirically chosen, based on the several experimental tests. It should be important to develop a methodology to determine the best values of these references according to the dynamic of the DC bus (and connected power converters) and according to...
the models of the PV production and load energy requirements.
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